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and also chose less aggressive spring rates to match the fixed dampening. But what we did not
change was the durability, quality, smooth ride, and lowering characteristics we are known for.
Continuing with our belief that quality can be affordable, we priced the Type One suspension to
fit the financially conscious tuner's budget. We recommend for the Type One product line for
anybody that wants to enjoy performance, quality and great looks in a simplistic way. Install, set
your height, and you are ready to roll! Do not let simplicity fool you. The same approach and
philosophy was taken in the construction and strength. Our main goal is to give you a peace of
mind when commuting, or cruising in the weekend. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March
3 - 8. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is
secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Include Add a
Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of purchase. Product breakdowns and malfunctions are
covered after manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs for repairs - parts, labor, and
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offers near-zero body roll, and it really made my beat up 93 accord feel like a race car lol. It
offers a great amount of lowering, so you can stance out your car on these bad boys. I'd advise
camber kits not eBay ones guys because lowering will cause camber. Alignments are a good
idea; you'll burn tires unless you're super lucky and accidentally align it perfectly. They make
the car look amazing, they are very professional, and I don't think the type 2's are necessary for
the cb7 chassis at least because they're 2. Images in this review. I've been riding on these coils
for a couple weeks now and I got to say If you want to control the dampening get the Type 2 but
if you could care less get this! I have a honda accord wagon cb9 and it feels good to drive and
go over bumps without being scared of my car bouncing into the air. First had separate set up
strut and spring. I should've just bought these the first time. I have to say though it is pretty
stiff, they are easy to install and the shipping was quick. One person found this helpful. I've had
these for almost 4 years and they are still great. Easy to install if you have general car
knowledge. Not bouncy and easy to adjust. I have owned 4 accords all lowered on traditional
lowering springs and entry level performance struts and none compare to this set up. Loved
this type 1 set up. They ride smooth and clean. They get super low. And they're easy to install.
Overall great budget coilovers. Highly recommend these to people that want to mod their cars
and dont have alot of funds. It arrived before time and complete. Had no issues putting it on my
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Please feel free to contact us for product help and recommendations. Imagine the ultimate
carbon trail rim. It's wide enough to offer tire stability and control, but narrow enough that your
2. It's light enough to respond instantly from the first pedal stroke, but built with the kind of
durability only developed on the Enduro World Series circuit. And when it comes to tubeless set
up, it offers the easiest and most trusted system ever made. More than anything it has a clear
advantage, a ride quality not found on any other rim and a warranty that backs up all the talk.
We created the Arch CB7 to be that ultimate carbon trail rim. Unlike lesser carbon rims that ride
stiff and transfer impacts and vibration to the suspension and rider, the special layup and shape
of the Arch CB7 deflects up to 10mm radially to soak up speed-robbing impacts, all while being
laterally stiffer than just about every other carbon and alloy rim on the planet. The result is a rim
that defies pinch flats and rolls faster over every trail. When it comes to tubeless setup and
reliability on the trail, the difference is clear. Better technology makes all the difference with the
Arch CB7, and we back it up with one of the best warranties available, including lifetime crash
replacement. We ride and race, so we know how important it is for a company to stand by what
they make. We greatly appreciate your confidence in us when you choose to purchase our
products and we will do everything possible to keep you riding. Purchases made through
unauthorized resellers such as eBay, Alibaba, Amazon or similar resale sites are not supported
under our warranty policy. Registration is required before a wheelset warranty claim can be
submitted. In addition to 7 years of warranty coverage, registration also provides the owner of a
complete wheelset with lifetime crash replacement. The Crash Replacement Policy covers the
rims for the lifetime of the rims from the original purchase date against damage caused during
normal operation of the bicycle, including racing. Registration is required before a Crash
Replacement request can be made. Avoid exposing carbon rims to any excessive or prolonged
sources of heat. When transporting your bike, please exercise caution when using receiver,
tailgate, or trunk mount racks that may position the wheels of your bicycle near sources of heat,
such as the exhaust system of your vehicle. Damage resulting from extreme heat due to
automotive exhaust or other heat sources is not covered under warranty. Warranty does not
cover abuse, misuse, consequential damage resulting from lack of or improper maintenance,
normal wear and tear, and improper installation. Warranties only apply to the original owner
with valid sales receipt. Three times stiffer than our aluminum rims latera
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lly, but absorbs radial impacts to withstand bigger hits and roll faster. Our WideRight profile
increases tire volume without negatively affecting tread shape or sidewall height. Still the
world's most advanced airtight system for tubeless bicycle rims and tires, BST creates an
easier to use, safer, and more secure interface between your rim and tire. Home Arch CB7 Rims.
Arch CB7 Rims. Be the first to review this product. Rim Size Choose an Option Hole Count
Choose an Option Add to Cart. Find a Dealer. Add to Wish List Add to Compare. Skip to the end
of the images gallery. Skip to the beginning of the images gallery. Only registered users can
write reviews. Please Sign in or create an account. Rim Internal Width: Retain a copy of the
original proof of purchase ie. Retain a copy of original proof of purchase ie. Our Technology
Three times stiffer than our aluminum rims laterally, but absorbs radial impacts to withstand
bigger hits and roll faster. We found other products you might like!

